Contemporary Glass Artist exhibits her ‘Galaxy Collection’ at
2016 Architectural Digest Design Show, Booth #M-500
New York, NY

Abby Modell will present her contemporary glass art at the 15th Annual Architectural Digest Design Show
in Booth #M-500 at Piers 92 & 94, 55th Street, 12th Avenue in New York City from March 17 – 20, 2016.
Abby Modell’s new ‘Galaxy Collection’ features her three dimensional wall art and large sculptural
objects. Focusing on transparencies and refracted light, Modell creates work that is inspired by the
natural swirling formations of the stars, planets and the infinite dimension of the night sky.
Previewed within the collection will be Modell’s Celestial Ocean, a free form artistic interpretation
of extraterrestrial liquid water. Fluid organic shapes effortlessly float across the artist’s wall canvas,
depicting an imaginary celestial ocean. Watercolor glass forms highlighted with silvered mirroring and
Swarovski crystals create a tranquil tidal flow.
Modell will also present new pieces from her ‘Starburst Collection’ of 4’ x 6’ framed art glass
assemblage mirrors. She plays with depth and perception by adding textural objects, including blown
and dichroic glass, with matte and gloss finishes, and Swarovski crystals. Ultra-luminous glass mimics
Modell’s vision of supernova bursts of light, creating vibrant star formations. Additionally new large
galactic vessels will be shown, focusing on layered elements within the work.

Celestial Ocean
wall detail: 24” x 24”

Starbust White
4’H x 6’W

Polani
24”H x 16”W

About ABBY MODELL
Abby Modell is a widely collected and acclaimed glass artist. Her work has been exhibited at numerous
prestigious art fairs and galleries, including Architectural Digest Design Show 2016, Hamptons
Contemporary 2016, Art Palm Beach 2016, SOFA Chicago 2015, SOFA NY, Red Dot Art Fair, Market Art
+ Design, Bridgehampton, James Harold Galleries in Lake Tahoe, RAS Galleries in Yountville, CA and
State of the Arts Gallery in Sarasota, FL. Modell’s work is in private homes and corporate collections
throughout the United States, including the world headquarters of Morgan Stanley in New York City
and the Fontainebleau Hotel in Miami Beach. Abby Modell lives and works in New York, where she
has been creating hand-blown glass vessels, sculpture and wall installations since 2008. She is
represented by Clark Priftis Art.
For press and sales inquiries: Clark Priftis Art, Ann Priftis, ann@clarkpriftisart.com, 917-647-6835
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